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Waves JJP Collection & V6
While it has been first with many models and recreations, the Fairchild and Pultec names
have remained largely absent from the Waves range. This has now been addressed with
characteristic aplomb in the Jack Joseph Puig Collection. GEORGE SHILLING crows on
about the quality and looks at V6 too.
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aves entered into the plug-in
market very early on with its
high quality processing and
stable software that became,
and remains, something of an industry
standard. Many professional mixers reach
for them instinctively as tried and trusted
workhorses, despite newer rivals sneaking
up and sometimes stealing their thunder.
But the Waves processors are all reliable,
sonically proven, stable and neatly
designed. The controversial WUP (Waves
Update Plan) remains with V6, indeed
V5 owners need to have a valid WUP
subscription to earn their free upgrade
to V6, but there have been improved upgrade deals
available to mitigate this expense.
Furthermore, WUP now includes TLC or Theft and
Loss Coverage. This protection plan is a valuable
bonus, as iLok theft or loss has been something of a
difficult area when it comes to equipment insurance,
with not all underwriters fully understanding the
concept or being willing to cover the true value of
the assets contained on the little plastic thingy. A
related Waves annoyance was a rather complex
and convoluted authorisation procedure. Waves
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has used iLok authorisation for some time, but
getting the authorisations onto an iLok was less
than straightforward. This, I am pleased to report,
has benefited from the new adoption of iLok.com
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support with V6, where you can make use of the iLok
website for authorisation and related activities such as
transferring authorisations between iLoks for the first
time. However, Waves hasn’t gone the whole hog;
there are still further steps to enabling the plug-ins.
Another immediately noticeable improvement with
V6 is the simplification of installing the larger bundles.
All-encompassing installer packages are now provided,
making the selection for installation much simpler and
easier, rather than having to juggle multiple installers.
V6 also brings complete compatibility with Leopard
and Vista operating systems.
Extra Plug-ins are added to a couple of bundles
in V6. The Broadcast and Production bundle now
includes the S1 Stereo Imager, while SuperTap 6-taps
has been added to the Native Power Pack. And one
completely new plug-in is added to the SSL 4000
Collection: a G Series version of the Channel Strip.
The JJP Collection was released just before V6 and is
not included in the WaveShell 6.0 plug-in component,
but other elements for Mercury Bundle and Studio
Classics Collection are presently loaded from a single
WaveShell file inside the plug-ins folder. Indeed, apart
from JJP, no prior Waves installations can run alongside
V6 and will be removed by the installer.
The JJP Collection comprises recreations
of familiar hardware devices: the two
popular Pultec passive EQ units, the EQP1A and MEQ-5, plus the two famous
Fairchild valve limiters, the mono 660
and the stereo 670. Plug-in versions of all
these devices were popularised some years
ago by Bomb Factory, and more recently
Universal Audio created highly respected versions
that are current UAD card favourites with many users.
The twist with the JJP Collection is that the particular
unit modelled is the favourite unit owned by Jack
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Joseph Puig, American
producer
and
mixer of exciting
and
accomplished
recordings by the likes
of Counting Crows,
Black Crowes, Sheryl
Crow and Robbie [‘The
Crow’?]
Williams.
Visually the recreations
are up to the expected high standard that Waves
are known for, and all the usual Waves conventions
apply: the WaveSystem Toolbar includes the usual
Preset handling, A/B setups and Undo/Redo. All
controls include useful pop-up value displays, and
dragging around knobs enables multiple simultaneous
control. I’m not convinced about the plug-in names:
the PuigChild and the PuigTec, but at least it makes
them relatively easy to find in the plug-in list. The
PuigChild 660 is modelled on the left channel of the
670 rather than an actual 660 mono unit.
Most controls are similar to the real unit, and
thus Left/Right mode acts as two separate channels,
Lat/Vert splits the channels to operate on Sum and
Difference signals before re-combining into stereo,
but additionally Linked mode takes the key from both
channels but uses the upper set of controls, greying
out the lower knobs.
The PuigChild has a rather gentler temperament
than many real Fairchilds and their emulations, with
wild needle swings resulting in a surprisingly subtle,
wonderfully smooth and gentle compression, and a
beautifully open sound, but perhaps lacking some
desirable crunch. On setting 4, vocals sit beautifully
in the mix, and across the mix bus the auto-release
of setting 5 works to really gel things. Input Gain is
stepped like the original, but with the addition of a
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useful fine tune Output Gain knob added for 0.1dB
accurate trimming of the final level, making setup
easier than the hardware.
There is some authentic harmonic distortion when
the levels are pushed, but this seems benign compared
to the glow from some real units I have encountered. Mr
Puig apparently keeps his Fairchild in tip-top condition.
The On/Off toggle disables compression while keeping
this very subtle distortion in circuit. For full authenticity
there is a Mains Hum enable toggle, selectable between
60Hz, Off and 50Hz. This defaults to 60Hz which my
European ears found quite annoying, the hum is low
in level but with multiple plug-ins on a mix this soon
builds up. The 50Hz setting seems quieter and far
less offensive and adds some real world authenticity,
although I’m not sure this will enhance your mix…
The large interface window models the front panel with
enormous knobs, but these don’t seem to operate as
smoothly as you might expect — fine adjustments are
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possible, but sometimes the mouse operation seems a
tiny bit jerky.
The PuigTec models copy the equivalent Pultecs
designs, adding useful output level knobs and VU
meters with Peak Hold LED. Again these windows are
large, and again there is a slight lack of smoothness
when mousing the knobs, possibly related to the draggrouping feature. All the anticipated transparent sparkle
and warmth is evident, it’s amazingly realistic — small
boosts are extremely subtle, just as with real units,
the exact non-linear
scaling of real units
is modelled especially
well. As with the
PuigChild, some subtle
harmonic distortion is
modelled, and this is
retained when the EQ
is enabled or disabled with the In toggle. The Mains
hum is similarly modelled here too.
Neither of the TDM PuigTecs would load onto a
free Process card, but apart from this glitch and the
lack of smooth control, everything worked seamlessly
and sounded fabulous. I’d have preferred a crunchier
sounding PuigChild, but this is still a great compressor
and the PuigTecs sound utterly gorgeous. n

PROS

Gorgeously open sounding JJP plug-ins;
stable software; V6 iLok.com support.

CONS

Expensive; WUP incurs further outlay;
authorisation still not straightforward;
670 too clean!
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